
Experience is the teacher of all things.
Julius Caesar
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INTRODUCING



Are your customers just not engaging with your website experience?

Are you unsure if your website is up to current digital standards and best practices?

Are you considering a website or branding refresh,
but you want to build a solid foundation first?

Are you feeling a little lost, and you aren’t sure where to start?

I CAN HELP. 
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At the heart of every business challenge is a human challenge.
I want to humanize my clients’ digital space; to welcome and guide 
their customers, users, and visitors to a landscape that personally 
resonates. Each client and each customer deserves intuitive, 
beautiful, innovative design. 
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KATIE ROBLESKI
CREATIVE DIRECTOR.
STORYTELLER.
COLLABORATIVE COMPANION.
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To travel ‘as the crow’ is to navigate the most direct route from point A to point B.

For us mere wingless humans, this means we have to scale or swim or hack our way through 
whatever barriers exist along that direct route. Exhilarating yes. Efficient . . . not so much.

You need the crow: A symbol of change and opportunity, a lucky totem, a wise sage, a guide
who is eager to reveal how you should maneuver from point A to point B.

Where do we start?

“The shortest distance between a human being and truth is a story.” 
~ ANTHONY DE MELLO



Rome wasn’ t built in a day,
but they were laying bricks every hour.

James Clear
WEIGHTLIFTER, AUTHOR, STUDENT OF BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE
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I understand budgets. I understand resources. I understand that the improvement of your business online can be a daunting task for your teammates, whether 
your organization just launched, or is simply set in traditional ways. But I also understand that capturing a baseline of your digital landscape is the best way to 
start building one brick at a time. My Experience Assessment Snapshot is a quick diagnosis of the health of your website. I call it an “Experience” assessment 
because that’s precisely what your customers should encounter as they explore your website: an experience. This is why I consider all kinds of factors in order 
to assess what makes or breaks your website’s healthiness: from its architecture and visual aesthetics, to its usability and conversion points.

METHODOLOGY
I measure each quadrant of your website against a 100 point checklist. I developed my 
checklist from baseline best practices, but customized through the lens of my 15+ years 
of experience in the digital industry—an industry that is always evolving. In other words, 
my checklist today will not be my same checklist six months from today.

SCORING & REPORT

Each item on my list accounts for one point, so that your overall website score will 
reflect a traditional letter grading system. I also reveal individual scores within each 
quadrant, so you’ll know precisely where your website needs the most improvement.
I give you a full report of my diagnostics, not just scores, but observations grounded 
by my expertise. My recommendations are customized to identify quick wins. 
Because, even just brick-by-brick, you can build an empire.

SAMPLE CHECKLIST

Starting small simply means:
starting somewhere.
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SAMPLE REPORT



I evaluate your digital landscape from the standpoint of very 
baseline best practices within these four quadrants. 

ARCHITECTURE
Structure, organization, & layout

BRAND & VISUAL
Aesthetics, personality, & emotion

USABILITY
Traversability within architecture & design

CONVERSION
Interactivity with architecture & design

While “Snapshot” doesn’t consider external factors like 
the intricate specifics of your users, marketing campaigns, 
competitors, and technology systems, my assessment does 
open the door to start the conversation and help you evaluate 
how these systems affect your internal quadrants.

Assessment Quadrants:
The core of your digital ecosystem
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Snapshot Basic

Snapshot eCommerce

Snapshot Basic + eCommerce   

$499

$599

$1098  $899

100 POINT BASIC WEBSITE EXPERIENCE ASSESSMENT:
Includes: evaluation of your website’s Architecture, Brand & Visual, Usability, Conversion

100 POINT ECOMMERCE PAGE EXPERIENCE ASSESSMENT:
Includes: evaluation of eCommerce-related website pages (Product Category, Listing, Detail, Shopping Cart, Checkout*)
Does not include My Account pages. *Checkout experience requires client demo or dummy account & payment.

100 POINT BASIC + 100 POINT ECOMMERCE EXPERIENCE ASSESSMENTS:
Includes: evaluation of your website’s Architecture, Brand & Visual, Usability, Conversion
Includes: evaluation of eCommerce-related website pages (Product Category, Listing, Detail, Shopping Cart, Checkout*)
Does not include My Account pages. *Checkout experience requires client demo or dummy account & payment.

COMBINE
TO SAVE
$199!



Snapshot Basic includes a high-level assessment of all standard website pages (Homepage, Internal Pages, etc.)
Snapshot eCommerce includes an assessment of eCommerce pages (Product Category, Listing, Detail, Cart, Checkout), 
but may not include full Checkout experience this area is not demo’d or dummy log-in is not provided.
Neither assessment includes the evaluation of the My Account experience beyond the log-in screen.

Snapshot Basic and/or Snapshot eCommerce does not include the evaluation of any web analytics, including specifics 
on page load time, traffic numbers, page views, etc. It does not include development code review. It does not include 
diagnosis of the back end admin/CMS architecture and usability. It does not include any user analysis or competitor 
comparisons. Snapshot only includes browser comparisons between the most recent version of the following 
browsers: Chrome, Firefox, Safari.

These types of assessments are a great way to find obvious and superficial problems within your website. To fully 
improve your customer experience and increase traffic and conversion in great depth, you must learn more about
your customers and use those learnings as a lens in order to conduct a more robust evaluation of your digital space.
And meanwhile, check in on what your competitors are doing.

Snapshot is a launchpad to begin those initiatives.

Disclaimer
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Tom Knighton
GLOBAL PRACTICE LEAD FOR EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT, CONVERSANT

Customer experience is the next competitive battleground.
It ’s where business is going to be won or lost.

“



AW SNAP!
Let’s get cracking on these fixes; I’m here for you! 

Sounds fun, right?
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So what happens after you get your Experience Assessment Snapshot results?
If you’d like to move forward and improve your website experience, here are the next steps we can take together:

1.  We devise a detailed road map of tactics that support your improvement strategy.

2. We craft a human-centric solution to support these tactics.

3. We execute a beautiful design that supports your brand.

4. We create a memorable experience for your customers.
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katie@asthecrowdesigns.com
www.asthecrowdesigns.com

414.915.0902

Let ’s get started!

mailto:katie%40asthecrowdesigns.com?subject=
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